Looking through euphoria/dystopia
‘At each encounter, they imagine a thousand things about one another; meetings
which could take place between them, conversations, surprises, caresses, bites.’
So goes a nervy unfolding of the urban unconscious in a city where people are
eternally alienated from one another, described by Italo Calvino, in his Invisible
Cities, available in translation. One may situate the newly emerged artist Moon
Rahman amidst similar frame of absurdity as in her works strange creatures and/or
barely recognizable household objects forward a chorus of mixed emotions -where fear intermingles with euphoria.
Consider the overwhelming and often forbidding external world which now
permanently defines Dhaka – where inhospitality appears in many garbs at many
levels. Picture a woman conditioned by a rural upbringing struggling to keep up
with all her daily chores in such a city. Additionally, one must not discount the obvious streaks of happiness that her role as a mother brings to light. However, what
makes us want to dig deeper into her life is the works she produced over the last
five or so years– artworks that is. The existential shades that appear out of the chaos
of Dhaka, tapped by a simple-minded, yet gifted individual given to self-reflexivity,
resulted in a series of paintings and intaglio prints from plastic-wood plates.
Faced with innumerable series explicating the tumult, how does one reconcile the
image of the motherly woman and her uncanny language of expression where
violence is decisively inscribed into the abstract and semi-abstract motifs she
employs? Egged on by her artist husband A Rahman, the line of creation has
evolved in the last couple of years and her idiom, at present, bespeaks her bold
maneuvering in creating symbols that primarily hyphenate her domestic life with
the vortex of the outside world. A little further down the line, one is able to inspect
comical creatures with distorted demonic faces – dancing the chaos, perhaps to
allude to the existing collective inertia vis-a-vis all that is disagreeable in the city.
With these large paintings (on canvas) her zeal for paint splashes and spontaneous
contour drawings, which she explored at the outset, has somewhat subsided.
Her language negates learned representational ploys and co-opts a process of
metaphorical encryption. Perhaps, by way of releasing her pent-up energy she
depicts the transmutation of a ‘life ordinary’ into a life that craves to transcend the
lived ordinariness. Infused with the desire to explore the limits of putting image onto
the surface of canvases and papers, Moon unveils a world where drips and
splashes of paint assume the forms of strange-looking entities rupturing the smooth
mask she herself wears and the very surface of refined, yet ossified, urbanity she is
often witness to.
A painter and printmaker, Moon’s imagery clues us in on a housewife’s surreptitious
move into the domain of artistic creativity and how she developed a habit of
churning out one work after another with a vengeance. As she straddles the line
between her quotidian life (she lovingly takes care of her two school-going
children as her artist husband divides his time between Dhaka and Rome), and the
uncertainty that continues to bore holes into her dreams in this mega city, her
melodies become warped. This is how euphoria lands on the planet of dystopia, I
guess.
Mustafa Zaman, Artist, Art critic and editor of Depart
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Violence we experience each day embeds paranoia inside us. This
paranoia stopped us to helping others, even to react. This collective
inactivity is making the social structure insecure and also demising
our feelings towards victim. Today we can see the acceptance of
violence in everywhere of our social milieu. Communication, media,
social community, entertainment and Information of global to
domestic life, all are considering violence silently through our choice
of language, sounds, images, gestures, even gossips and so on. It is
not enough to say that these are anti-authority violence; they are
becoming 'Transversal' violence, that is they are not limited to one
society or culture, or they are not confined to a particular political
party or government, they are becoming collective. Is this only
because of the continuing dangers of political upheaval in our biosphere, which is being radically destabilizing the modes of economy,
social and cultural life? Is it the reason for which violence has started
to being legitimize and celebrated? We don't have any answers
and sadly true, we hardly wish to know! As if we are conditioned such
a restrictive reality that is turning us an active and passive observer.
An observer who is defined as a silent participant in remorseless
entertainment of violence. All these reasoning’s are infusing numbness and heaving up a frustrated tolerance in us. This collective
lenience of seeing crimes has started to nurture violence in every
layer of society and also in our aesthetical choices in a sense. Consequently, visual artists are not excluded from this milieu. Some artists,
who are constantly living and observing these situations, have work
and make a position on this. So, the necessity for critiques remains
compelling for us. As a curator, we search these artists and present
their works under the name of a curatorial project 'Celebrated Violence' (part 1 & part 2). We had presented these two exhibitions in
2014 and after one year we still feel, the violence celebration mindsets have not compromise yet, rather they have been fabricated in
every layer of society. So we have decided to continue our search
and present the project 'Celebrated violence' as a series of exhibitions showing continuously Bangladeshi artist’s works as solo or group
exhibition format.
Curatorial note by Wakilur Rahman & Kehkasha Sabah

